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Drawing & Painting at the Lamberton Conservatory Materials List 

For classes taught by Cynthia Iannaccone 2018/2019 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: DRAWING & PAINTING AT THE LAMBERTON CONSERVATORY  
Draw and paint quick sketches and careful studies of the plentiful plants in this glorious glass 
house, as you learn to see more, create your own authentic art, and grow as a creative person. 

Not included in class fee is a year-long membership to the Lamberton Conservatory, payable at 
the first class; currently only $10 for adults and $30 for families.  

Please bring a sketchbook, drawing pencils and a kneaded eraser to the first class; we will 
discuss all other materials the first day. 

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS: 
• Graphite pencil & Pencil sharpener & kneaded eraser
• Canson watercolor paper in a pad sized 9 X 12 and a clipboard or plexiglass or Masonite

board plus tape
• A travel watercolor set (as simple as a kids Prang set or as complex as an artist’s travel

watercolor box)
• 2 to 3 brushes (pointed rounds) in sizes #2, #6 and #10

You may also want to bring a folding chair, a camera, and a bottle of water. If you like to listen 
to music while you draw bring your iPod or MP3 player. 

COURSE PLAN: Each week we will meet at the Conservatory. We’ll gather and I’ll explain the 
goal of each class, do a simple demo, and help you find someplace interesting to sit and draw. I 
will get around to every student as you work and we’ll end each week sharing our favorite 
sketch or painting.  

1. Using a viewfinder, planning a drawing, drawing what you see, setting personal goals (Cactus
room)
2. Watercolor demo- Color (please bring your watercolor materials to this class)
3. Watercolor demo- Tonal value
4. Working on background and foreground relationships, atmospheric perspective and back to
personal goals
5. Revisiting first subject, putting it all together, meeting goals

WHERE TO GET MATERIALS: Rochester Art Supply (on East Main St in Rochester - https://
www.fineartstore.com/), The Art Stop (on Penfield Road in Penfield - WWW.ARTSTOPLLC.COM) 
and in some cases, for student grade supplies, Michael’s. If in doubt about where to get 
materials, call the Creative Workshop’s office at 585-276-8959.


